Filling Mom’s Bucket

With Mother’s Day around the corner, we all want to appreciate the mothers (or mother figures) in our lives. What better way than a fun, hand-made, bucketfilling gift that shows them how much you love them?
Here's what you'll need:
1) A blank bucket. We created one for you [here](#).
2) Cutouts of hearts and stars. We have a sheet for you [here](#).
3) Colored construction paper.
4) Crayons or markers.
5) Scissors.
6) Glue sticks.

Here are the instructions:
1) Give each student a [bucket sheet](#) and a [heart/star sheet](#).
2) Have them color their bucket and draw a face on it. Then cut out their bucket.
3) Glue the bucket on the piece of construction paper.
4) Color the hearts and stars. Then cut each of them out.
5) Write a bucketfilling task or idea on each of the hearts and stars. (Note: This is a great way to brainstorm bucketfilling ideas with your class!)
6) Glue the hearts and stars in their bucket.
7) Be sure students write their names on their pages once complete.
8) (Optional) Students can write a title on the top of their bucket page, something like "Ways to fill my mom's bucket," or "For my grandma: To fill her bucket."

Each student can give their bucket to their mom (or special mom figure) in their life for Mother’s Day. It will be sure to fill each of their buckets!